The selection of a scalar Intensity Measure (IM) for performing analytical vulnerability (loss) assessment across a building class is addressed. We investigate the ability of several IM choices to downgrade the effect of seismological parameters (sufficiency) as well as reduce the record-to-record variability (efficiency) for both highrise and lowrise sets of "index" buildings. These characteristics are explored in unprecedented detail, employing comparisons and statistical significance testing at given levels of local engineering demand parameters (story drift ratios and peak floor accelerations) that relate to losses, instead of global variables such as the maximum interstory drift. Thus, a detailed limit-state-specific view is offered for the suitability of different scalar IMs for loss assessment. As expected, typical single-period spectral values are found to introduce unwanted bias at high levels of scaling, both for a single as well as a class of buildings. On the other hand, the geometric mean of the spectral acceleration values estimated at several periods between the classaverage second-mode and an elongated class-average first-mode period offers a practical choice that significantly reduces the spectral-shape bias without requiring the development of new ground motion prediction equations. Given that record selection remains a site-and building-specific process, such an improved IM can help achieve reliable estimates for building portfolios, as well as single structures, at no additional cost.
INTRODUCTION
The analytical estimation of seismic losses involves combining the seismic hazard determined by seismologists with the results of structural and loss analyses evaluated by structural engineers (e.g. [1] ). In formal terms, this is the integration of a site's seismic hazard curve with the so-called vulnerability function, i.e., a function that conveys the distribution of loss (repair cost, casualties, downtime) given the level of seismic intensity for a given structure or class of structures. This is the basis of the conditional approach [2, 3] where the single point of contact between seismology and structural engineering is the Intensity Measure (IM). The IM is essentially an interface variable that efficiently separates the two disciplines: Seismologists need to estimate the IM's statistical properties via probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA, [4] ), while engineers can economize by assessing structural response and losses conditioned on the level of the IM, rather than a combination of magnitude, distance and other seismological parameters. To achieve this desirable decoupling, the IM needs to be (a) practical, (b) efficient and (c) sufficient with respect to the underlying characteristics of site and source [5] .
Practicality necessitates the use of IMs for which Ground Motion Prediction Equations (GMPEs, also known as attenuation relationships) are available. This essentially restricts us to the realm of peak ground acceleration/velocity/displacement and (pseudo) spectral acceleration values, which is where most seismological research is being focused. Efficiency means that structural response, measured by appropriate Engineering Demand Parameters (EDPs), should exhibit a low record-to-record variability at any given level of the IM. This enables the evaluation of the conditional EDP distribution with a small number of timehistory analyses without incurring considerable estimation errors. The gain is even higher when assessing the seismic vulnerability for a building class, since the analysis process, which involves several nonlinear dynamic analyses, needs to be repeated for every representative "index" building within the class.
It should be noted that within a risk assessment framework, such as the one described by the Cornell-Krawinkler equation [6] adopted by the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) Center, this reduction in response dispersion gained by a more efficient IM, does not reduce the overall risk variability. A different IM is simply a different partitioning of the sample space for applying the total probability theorem implied by Cornell and Krawinkler [6] . Thus, part of the variability is simply shifted to a different level within the risk assessment, and in particular to the seismic hazard curve definition. A more efficient IM is invariably more structure specific and thus incurs higher dispersions when trying to define an appropriate ground motion prediction equation (GMPE) . In other words, no matter the adopted ΙΜ, as long as sufficiency is maintained we should end up with the same overall variability at the end of the risk assessment, i.e., after convolving the vulnerability with the hazard. This is best understood if the "perfect IM" is employed, i.e., the IM is set to be the EDP of interest for the structure. Then there is absolutely no dispersion or bias in the analysis results, as IM given EDP is essentially a trivial relationship. On the other hand, defining an appropriate GMPE would have us running thousands of nonlinear ground motion analyses of the entire structure for different values of magnitude, distance etc and the entire variability will enter the GMPE definition. However, there is a significant advantage associated with lowering the dispersion at the response analysis estimation step and recovering it later on in the process, at the probabilistic hazard analysis step: A vastly reduced cost of analysis.
On the other side, the sufficiency requirement stipulates that the IM can "cover" the effect of any important seismological parameter, thus removing any bias from considering, e.g. ground motions of different magnitudes, distances, fault rupture mechanisms or epsilons (see [7] ). Epsilon "ε", represents the number of standard deviations that a certain ground motion quantity (e.g. logarithmic spectral acceleration) is away from the average value estimated for records of the same general characteristics by a GMPE (e.g., the Abrahamson and Silva [8] expressions employed herein). While a user with abundant computational resources might be able to tolerate an inefficient IM, sufficiency still remains a sine qua non condition. An insufficient IM will leave the EDP response sensitive to such seismological parameters. Thus it can let unwanted bias to creep into vulnerability estimates wherever the ground motion characteristics do not match the source and site requirements for the building and IM level under consideration. This is actually the case of vulnerability assessment studies undertaken for a class of buildings within a wide geographic region, where ground motion selection techniques, e.g. the conditional mean spectrum [9] , or incorporating near source directivity, are not fully applicable to the broad distribution of site hazard conditions encountered for each building.
Finally, it should be mentioned that apart from the efficiency, sufficiency and practicality, there is also the issue of predictability, i.e. the ability to accurately predict an IM through GMPEs [13] . In some cases this may be an important property of a robust IM. However, in the present study this is not an issue since the investigated IMs were based on elastic spectral acceleration quantities for which accurate GMPEs exist. This however, may not be the case for other IMs, such as the Arias Intensity.
Together with the selection of IM, comes the selection and scaling of ground motions for time-history analysis. Since vulnerability curves are needed for a large range of intensities, a structure needs to be subjected to a wide range of IM values that will force it to show its full range of response. Due to limitations in the catalogue of ground motion recordings, it is often desirable to be able to modify (i.e. scale) a record to display the desired IM level. Generating artificial accelerograms is another potential approach, but it is not recommended for general use at this point, since it may offer biased or less variable structural demands compared to natural records [10] . A sufficient IM theoretically allows unrestricted scaling of ground motions. In reality, though, no single IM is perfect. Therefore, exercising at least a minimum of care in selecting ground motions is advised. For instance, Katsanos and Sextos [11] and Jayaram et al. [12] proposed different algorithms for performing a structure-specific ground motion selection. Such approaches however are not applicable to a class of buildings where the structural properties may vary substantially. In general, our recommendation for class vulnerability assessment is to use the best possible IM that will allow a wide range of scaling, plus a suite of relatively strong ground motion records recorded on firm soil (e.g. NEHRP classes A to D). Whenever sufficient information exists about the dominant seismic mechanism or soil site in the region for which the vulnerability curve is developed (e.g. crustal earthquakes in California or soft soil in Mexico City), it may help an experienced analyst in better choosing what records to use.
On account of the above, this study will explore the IM selection issue from the perspective of satisfying the aforementioned requirements for a building class. In other words, the selected IM should be efficient and sufficient for the whole set of index buildings that form the class, rather than for each index building alone. The test bed is a set of seven highrise reinforced-concrete moment-resisting frames (RCMRFs) and a set of six lowrise steel moment-resisting frames (SMRFs) that were built to modern design requirements for highseismicity regions in the US and cover a wide range of structural periods. For assessing the structural response, Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) [14] is employed. By undertaking an extensive comparison study for a range of IMs evaluated at several period bands, we will attempt to provide a simple rule for defining a common efficient and sufficient IM, suitable for analytical vulnerability studies that involve an entire building class. While no loss assessment will be performed per se, this is not necessary for our purposes: We need only examine the connection of each IM with the primary EDPs that constitute the basis of loss assessment.
INCREMENTAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS FUNDAMENTALS
For evaluating the seismic performance of the index buildings, IDA [14] is proposed as the benchmark analysis methodology. IDA is a powerful tool of structural analysis that involves performing a series of nonlinear time-history analyses for a suite of ground motion records, the latter scaled at increasing intensity levels. To define the IDA curves, two scalars are needed, these being an IM to represent the severity of the seismic input and an EDP to monitor the structural response. For the present study, a number of different IMs were used for illustrating their efficiency and sufficiency, whereas two classes of EDPs were employed: The peak interstory drift ratio (IDR) at each story and the peak floor acceleration (PFA) at each floor. These two EDP types are deemed to be adequate for assessing the structural, non structural and content losses [15] .
The ground motion records needed for the IDAs come from the far-field record set of FEMA P695 [16] , which contains 22 natural ground motion records with two components each (i.e. 44 individual components). These ordinary records were selected from the PEER NGA database [17] and were recorded on firm soil sites (NEHRP class C or D) without having any discernible near-source pulse signal. Furthermore, no more than two records were considered from any earthquake event to prevent event bias. Figure 1 illustrates the response spectra of the aforementioned far-field record set, along with the 50% and the 84% fractile spectra. 
IM SELECTION BACKGROUND THEORY
Being aware of the problem constraints, we will investigate the important issue of selecting a common IM. Despite the fact that several past studies were focused on the IM choice, to the authors' knowledge none of them has so far explicitly addressed the problem from a building class point of view. The best known option for an IM is the S a (T), i.e. the 5% damped spectral acceleration at the period of interest (usually the structure's first-mode period, T 1 ). It is relatively efficient, yet it has often been criticized for lack in sufficiency wherever large scale factors (higher than, say 3.0) are employed. This is mainly the case for modern structures that need considerably intense ground motions to experience collapse. It should be noted here that the majority of the ground motion databases contain mostly small to moderate records and hence significant scaling is inevitable for assessing the collapse capacity of well-designed structures (e.g., [18] ). On the other hand, this is rarely the case for older and deficient buildings. Furthermore, due to the dependence on the first-mode period, S a (T 1 ) does not satisfy the prerequisite of a common IM across the building class, so as to uniformly parameterize the IDA results and consequently the vulnerability functions of the index buildings. A simple remedy is to choose a common period T that can be considered representative of the class. Two potential candidates are S a (1sec), for moderate-to-long period structures, and S a (T 1m ), where T 1m is the central value (mean or median) of the first-mode periods of all index buildings selected to represent the class. For the case at hand, the mean period was found to be T 1m = 2.2sec for the highrise and T 1m = 1.3sec for the lowrise buildings. S a (1sec) is an IM that has seen much use in existing vulnerability/fragility studies for highrise buildings but its efficiency is highly questionable.
On account of single buildings, an option that has appeared lately is use of a geometric mean of spectral acceleration values at different periods:
This was introduced by Cordova et al. [19] as the geometric mean of two S a components evaluated at two period levels, these being the fundamental period (T 1 ) and twice the fundamental period (2T 1 ). The latter period level was introduced to account for the period elongation associated with the structural damage. This choice was proven to significantly improve both the efficiency and the sufficiency of the estimation, compared to S a (T). It also remains practical, as a GMPE for S agm (T i ) is easily estimated from existing S a (T) GMPEs using the correlation of spectral ordinates [19] . Since S agm (T i ) offers a considerable extension to the applicability of scaling [20, 21] , it is for the time-being by far the recommended approach whenever undertaking nonlinear dynamic analysis (e.g., IDA).
More recently, Tsantaki and Adam [22] showed that the improvement achieved by adopting S agm (T i ) for the record-to-record variability at collapse may be further increased by espousing an enhanced period range. For the latter, they proposed a simple analytical expression that links the initial period T 1 to an elongated period for use with Eq. (1). A similar IM was also used by Shakib and Pirizadeh [23] who studied the probabilistic seismic performance of a ten-story steel building at various degrees of vertical irregularity (i.e. setback ratios). The adopted S agm (T i ) was evaluated over a period range from 0.5T 1 to 1.5T 1 in increments of 0.05T 1 . In order to end up with a common IM for all structural configurations, the mean first-mode period T 1 of the building set was adopted. A similar scalar IM based on S a (T 1 ) and a parameter N p , defined as the ratio of S agm (T i ) over S a (T 1 ), was also proposed by Bojorquez and Iervolino [24] and was found to have improved efficiency [24, 25] .
In view of the aforementioned findings, this study will compare the effectiveness of eight IMs, namely S a (T 1 ), S a (1sec) and S a (T 1m ) together with five S agm (T i ) choices, each employing a different selection of common periods (T i ) j , j = 1…5: a. Five logarithmically-equally-spaced periods (T i ) 1 Of the eight IMs, only S a (T 1 ) cannot be used for class-level vulnerability assessment, as previously mentioned. Yet, it will be examined alongside the others to establish a baseline for comparison with current practice. It should also be noted that, the actual definition of the individual S a (T) components to be employed in the determination of the eight candidate IMs depends on the GMPE used for the hazard [26] . GMPEs may be defined for the arbitrary S a (T) horizontal component or the geometric mean of the two S a (T) horizontal components per recording. The latter is the case for most GMPEs produced lately (e.g., PEER-NGA project) and it is the paradigm that we shall adopt in the examples that follow. Thus, for example, the fifth choice for S agm (T i ) above, termed S agm (T i ) 5 , becomes a geo-mean combination of 10 different S a -values, two for each of the five periods.
BUILDING CLASSES
The present study considers two building classes. Each is represented by a set of "index" buildings [27] that are appropriately selected to reflect the key features of the class, e.g., structural material, lateral force resisting system, height range, and era of construction. First is a class of highrise reinforced-concrete moment-resisting frames (RCMRFs) and the second consists of lowrise steel moment-resisting frames (SMRFs). Both classes refer to modern structures built to post-1980 seismic design provisions for high-seismicity regions (site class D) in the United States. The main features differentiating the buildings within the class are (a) the building height, defined as the number of stories, (b) the design base shear, as this was determined by the code-based value of spectral acceleration at 1sec, termed SD1 in the US codes and (c) the vertical irregularity ratio, defined as the ratio of the first story height to the (constant) height of the upper stories, which was deemed important only for the highrise case. The highrise index set consists of seven RCMRFs with heights ranging from 12 to 20 stories, whereas the lowrise case comprises six SMRFs of 1 to 4 stories. The probability distributions of the building features were based on a set of 263 RCMRFs in California [28] and a set of 3562 SMRFs in Memphis [29] , respectively. Specifically for the SD1 distribution, used as a proxy for base shear strength, we used county-level data from the high seismicity zones in the US [30] . The main features of the analyzed frames are summarized in Table 1 .
The weights that represent the contribution of each index building to the total sample along with the discrete joint probability mass functions of the highrise class key features (defined by means of a common central point and two "sigma set" points per attribute to establish higher moments) were obtained using the moment-matching sampling technique [31] . On that basis, an initial set of highrise index buildings were selected from a building database developed by Haselton et al. [32] and then they were accordingly modified to accurately match the aforementioned attributes. The key features of the lowrise class were defined by means of a class partitioning methodology [33] and the corresponding representative index buildings were selected from a report issued by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) on the evaluation of the FEMA P695 methodology [34] . For more details on the definition of the classes and their index buildings, the interested reader should refer to Porter et al. [35] . 
MODELING
Given that we are dealing with symmetric plan buildings, a 2D centerline idealization was adopted for modeling the Multi-Degree-of-Freedom (MDOF) index structures in the OpenSees [36] analysis platform. The behavior of the structural members was modeled with lumped-plasticity elements having their hinge properties evaluated in the case of the reinforced-concrete members from the empirical equations proposed by Panagiotakos and Fardis [37] and in the case of the steel members by the regression equations suggested by Lignos and Krawinkler [38] . Lumped-plasticity elements as opposed to the more sophisticated distributed-plasticity fiber section elements were a conscious choice in favor of simplicity, speed of computation and improved numerical convergence (especially when approaching collapse in the sense of global dynamic instability). Geometric nonlinearities in the form of P-Δ effects were considered. Figure 2 [16] ) and (c) typical plan view of the perimeter SMRFs (dimensions in ft, after [34] ).
IM COMPARISON STUDY
The efficiency and sufficiency of the different IMs defined in section 3 was tested, in an attempt to identify the optimal IM across the structural response range. The latter is monitored by means of two types of structural response measures, these being the interstory drift ratio (IDR) and the peak floor acceleration (PFA). The proposed methodology differs from similar studies that have appeared in the literature, e.g. [7, 21, 40] , in two important aspects, namely (a) using an IM given EDP (IM|EDP) basis and (b) employing all IDR and PFA values at each story or floor, respectively. Working on an IM|EDP basis essentially translates to using "vertical stripes" of points, produced as cross sections of the 44 IDA curves for each index building with a vertical line signifying a given EDP value (see Figure 3 ).
Thus, for each EDP type and for any number of its values, one may estimate IM "capacity values" required by each corresponding record to reach each prescribed EDP target. This has the obvious advantage of allowing a detailed point-wise assessment of efficiency and sufficiency that can reach all the way up to collapse [20] . On the contrary, past studies have often relied on processing directly EDP values, typically for numerous levels of the IM at the same time, thus being forced to stay away from global collapse where response becomes essentially infinite or undefined. It should be noted here that, in general, the conditional independence of variable X from a seismological characteristic S given a variable Y does not necessarily imply the conditional independence of Y from S given X. Still, the situation is quite different when X and Y are an IM and an EDP that are so well correlated as to be practically functionally dependent. This is a relationship that is often expressed by a power-law function when checking for sufficiency (e.g. [5] ). The independence of IM given EDP from a seismological characteristic S, means that the 16/50/84 percentiles of IM|EDP are also independent of S, as being functions of the IM [40] . These values are known to match the 84/50/16 percentiles, respectively, of EDP|IM [41] , which also become independent of Y. Assuming, for example, that the distribution of EDP|IM is a lognormal (a typical although unnecessary assumption here), it is thus fully characterized by these percentiles, which means that it does not depend on S as well. Hence, the close relation of IM and EDP means that checking for sufficiency in terms of IM|EDP yields the same results as checking for EDP|IM. Even more so, one may argue that close to collapse the first formulation, which has been adopted, is advantageous as it will avoid problems of infinite EDP response.
Finally, testing efficiency as well as sufficiency for local IDR and PFA values, rather than just the maximum interstory drift, is essential for IMs that are geared towards loss assessment. This idea was first tested in a rudimentary form in NIST [34] and is put forward herein as a rigorous test for selecting IMs for vulnerability assessment. Thus, for each N-story building (N = 7, 12, 20 for highrise or 1, 2, 4 for lowrise), the candidate IMs will be checked for 2N+3 different EDPs: One IDR per story (N total), one PFA per floor (N+1 total to include the ground level) plus the overall maximum interstory drift and the roof drift. The latter two may not be used per se in the vulnerability calculations, yet they often appear in fragility estimates used in simpler methodologies and, thus, should not be discounted. Figure 3 . 44 IDA curves (each color line corresponding to a different ground motion) for the No0 12-story index buildings and a "vertical stripe" of IM "capacity values" at an interstory drift level of 4%. Although showing the results from a single index structure per building class, the same trends persist in each of the seven highrise or the six lowrise index buildings, therefore the discussion to follow should be considered to be applicable to each and every one that belongs to the same class.
IM efficiency testing
Considering the overall results, some characteristic features appear. The maxima of dispersion given IDR for the highrise index building (Figure 4a ), show some surprising high values in the early elastic region. This is a by-product of the higher mode effects in these tall buildings, where a single story is heavily influenced by the ground motion variability associated with modes other than the first (and maybe the second) that are not captured by any of the considered IMs. Note that simply including such modes in S agm (T i ) is not the same as accurately predicting their effects at a given story using appropriate participation factors as done at the roof level by Luco and Cornell [5] . This causes a characteristic early increase in dispersion that quickly disappears as the first traces of inelasticity appear in the structure, a trend which is not observed in the lowrise buildings where the effect of higher modes, if any, in the early elastic region is small (see Figure 5a ). As the average dispersion plots of IDR given IM in Figure 4b show, the aforementioned crest is indeed an isolated local effect, rather than a feature over the entire structure. A somewhat similar hump appears for PFAs, only now shifted away from elasticity and close to the (nominal/global) yield region of the structure and it is common both in lowrise and highrise index buildings (see Figures 4c and 5c ). It seems that regardless of the IM, there is significant difficulty in capturing the complex interaction of modes that happens in the yield and post-yield region as well as the gradual transition to an elongated first-mode period that is characteristic of large deformations (e.g, see [42] ). This is generating dispersions that can grow from 40% up to 80% for the highrise frames and from 30% up to 70% for the lowrise ones. Furthermore, this is not a localized effect, but rather widespread throughout the height of the structure, as it appears both in the maximum (Figure  4c and 5c) and average dispersions (Figure 4d and 5d) .
Moreover, while IM ranking would be clear across all IDR values for the highrise building in Figures 4a and 4b , this is not the case for PFAs (Figures 4c and 4d) . Some of the best performing IMs at the "yield-hump" lose their efficiency for higher PFAs and vice-versa. Apparently, this has to do with the sensitivity of PFAs to higher modes. Thus, IMs that are heavily weighted in favor of higher modes, such as S agm (T i ,5%) 2 with 7 equally weighted periods, six of which are below the first mode period T 1 , do well close to yield ,where such higher modes still matter. Later on, when the structure has almost settled into a plastic mechanism and behaves closer to an SDOF with an elongated first-mode period, the IMs that put more weight in periods higher than T 1 are favored, e.g. S agm (T i ,5%) 5 having 5 equally weighed periods of which three are at or above T 1 . In general, when the structure leaves the complex phase that occurs when elements start to yield, and adopts a certain plastic mechanism, much of the uncertainty disappears and the performance of each IM stabilizes greatly, both in PFA and IDR. The most useful conclusion, though, is that there does not seem to be a perfect single IM that is optimal for all EDPs. When considering both accelerations and drifts across different ranges of structural behavior, we have to accept a compromise.
The IM ranking for the lowrise buildings is less clear across the entire range of IDR values (Figures 5a and 5b) , with S a (T 1m ) showing the best performance in the elastic region and S agm (T i ,5%) 5 taking advantage in regions where the spread of inelasticity results in substantially elongated periods. Quite notably, the dispersion associated with the S agm (T i ,5%) 5 is in the order of 30% for both building classes (compare Figures 4d and 5d ). The dispersion is only marginally higher for the higher-mode influenced tall structures, indicating a stable performance regardless of structural characteristics. Regarding the IM ranking for the lowrise PFAs, the performance of each IM also eventually stabilizes but at considerably higher PFAs compared to the highrise case. In generally, one should expect shorter and stiffer structures to attract higher spectral accelerations and associated PFAs before yielding, resulting to this characteristic right-shift in the morphology of the diagrams. Evidently, among the least efficient IMs across the examined EDP range, is S a (1sec,5%), especially when considering IDR as a response measure. Its performance is particularly worse for the highrise case compared to most other IMs, an interesting fact given that it is often a popular choice for highrise vulnerability studies. The dispersions achieved by S a (T 1 ), which is useful for single buildings, and S a (T 1m ) were also proven to be high, rendering their use relatively expensive: More ground motion records will need to be employed for a good estimate of the distribution of loss. Among the remaining IMs and considering their performance both in elastic and inelastic regions for IDR and PFA, the S agm (T i ) 4 , was proven to provide relatively stable dispersion estimates. It employs four periods, the T 1m and the T 2m and their "elongated" versions by a factor of 50%, thus equally favoring the first and second mode. S agm (T i ) 5 , having one more longer-than-T 1 period is an equally good choice, showing better efficiency practically everywhere with the exception of the PFA hump where it performs slightly worse than other IMs. In conclusion, it seems that a successful IM can be created by specifying an appropriate period range that includes periods both above and below T 1m and uses the geometric mean of the spectral accelerations evaluated at these periods (see also [21, 22] ). 
IM sufficiency testing
The sufficiency of the considered IMs is tested against the moment magnitude M w and the epsilon ε(T 1 ) ground motion characteristics. To accomplish this, a linear regression analysis between ln(IM|EDP), i.e. the logarithm of IM capacity values for a given value of any of the EDPs, and the M w or the ε(T 1 ) value of the record was undertaken as follows,
The logarithm of IM|EDP was adopted, since the latter is generally lognormally distributed for the considered range of IMs and EDPs [34] . As already mentioned, the proposed methodology for checking sufficiency is advantageous, since it avoids the problems associated with performing the regression analysis over the entire EDP range, an approach that obviously becomes problematic close to collapse (defined here as dynamic instability), but has been found considerable use in previous studies (e.g. [7, 39] ). On the other hand, the proposed process reduces the number of data points available for fitting Eqs 2-3 since the fitting process takes place at distinct EDP levels, thus requiring a large number of records for sound interpretation. In general, useful results may be obtained by checking the sufficiency of the IMs against M w or ε(T 1 ) across the structural response range by means of standardized statistical significance testing. Given the large number of EDPs to be tested, the results of such tests will be summarized by the following quantities: It should be noted here that the above variables only provide statistical evidence in favor or against sufficiency, rather than conclusive proof. This is especially true for the evaluation of "statistical significance" via the p-value. The p-value quantifies the statistical significance of the regression coefficient b on M w or ε(T 1 ) (Eqs 2,3). It is defined as the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis that the slope coefficient b is zero. Hence, a small p-value (typically p<0.05) indicates that the null hypothesis (i.e. b equals zero) may be rejected; consequently, the coefficient b (Eqs 2,3) is statistically significant and the tested IM is insufficient. While this information (items a,b above) may be an indication of M w or ε(T 1 ) having some influence on the results, it says little about the actual magnitude of this influence, which may well be of no practical significance [43] . This is the reason for plotting the dispersion explained by each new parameter (items c,d), and the actual value of the regression coefficient (items e,f) that can help us understand the magnitude of the influence brought on by M w or ε(T 1 ). Thus, a low p-value may not mean much if the associated parameter (M w or epsilon) cannot effect much of a change. Similarly, a high p-value does not necessarily imply sufficiency. It simply says that there is too much noise in the data to let us see whether there is any significant influence. In other words, a good IM that reduces the dependence on M w or ε(T 1 ) may be tied to low p-values if it also drastically reduces the variability in the data, thus making it easier for us to detect any extraneous influence. Likewise, an overall bad IM that introduces higher dependence on seismological parameters will typically also be inefficient, thus producing IM-capacity values with large dispersions that can hide this influence in the data noise. In other words, considerable care is required when interpreting such results.
To showcase the IM selection methodology for a building class, we will report for brevity the statistical testing results for a single building, which is part of the highrise class (i.e. No0 12-story in Table 1 ). The sufficiency testing for highrise and lowrise buildings yields similar, although not identical, results and trends. The latter is also the case between the index buildings of the same class. Nevertheless, highrise buildings are considered to impose more severe challenges to the IM selection problem than those induced by the lowrise buildings, mainly due to the nontrivial contribution of the higher modes. Hence, any findings regarding the IM's sufficiency obtained on a highrise class base are generally applicable to the lowrise case. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the sufficiency testing results for the No0 12-story index building against M w and ε(T 1 ), respectively, for all story IDRs, the overall maximum interstory and the roof drift. Clearly, across the examined IDR response range, there is significant scatter, but a common trend is that the majority of the examined IMs are becoming insufficient against M w as the structure approaches its collapse state (e.g. see Figure 6a ). Exactly the opposite trend is observed while checking the sufficiency of the IMs against ε(T 1 ) (see Figure 7a ). In that case, there is a large number of IDR-based EDPs where ε(T 1 ) is significant right before yielding (with the exception of S a (T 1m ) and the S a (T 1 )) and it becomes insignificant at more severe damage levels, rendering the examined IMs sufficient for these levels. For PFAs over the height of the buildings, Figure 8 shows that several IMs are insufficient against M w for acceleration values higher than 0.5g at any floor. The notable exception here is S a (1sec) and S agm (T i ) 5 , the two having practically no dependence on magnitude at all. Sufficiency results for ε(T 1 ) in Figure 9 show different trends compared to M w . Now, insufficiency appears for most IMs at the PFA hump (values lower than 0.5g) and then rapidly declines. The outcome seems to favor S a (1sec), whereas S a (T 1 ), S a (T 1m ) perform quite badly and S agm (T i ) 5 is about average. The aforementioned findings are further supported by Figures 6b and 7b , that illustrate the average p-value for M w and ε(T 1 ), respectively. For the case at hand, by inspecting Figure 6b we can say that the examined IMs are insufficient against M w with the majority of them showing quite a significant dependence of IM on M w (demonstrated by small p values, p<0.05). By contrast, most of the IMs are found to be sufficient against the ε(T 1 ) with the reported p-values being in the range of ~0.6-1. The dispersion β explained by M w (Figures 6cd ) or by ε(T 1 ) (Figures 7c-d ) was found to be very low for almost all cases. This finding shows that in general adding M w or ε(T 1 ) in the definition of the tested IMs cannot offer much in terms of reducing their dispersion, i.e. improving their efficiency. It also means that there is only a little part of the value of each IM-capacity point that can be explained by the two seismological parameters. Conversely, we cannot expect the magnitude of any influence wielded by M w or epsilon to be large. This is verified by Figures 6e-f and 7e-f where the coefficient b of the regression is shown to be quite low for the best performing IMs, mostly showing average absolute values less than 0.05. Considering that for the given set of records epsilon roughly ranges from -1.6 to +1.2 (mean of ~0.0) at T 1m , the value of b = 0.05 indicates a maximum change due to epsilon vis-à-vis the median IM value by a factor of exp(b•1.6)=1.08. For our M w values ranging from 6.5 to 7.6 (mean of ~7.0), the same factor is of the order of exp(b•0.6)=1.03; it can be considered to be 1.0 for all practical purposes. Thus, any expected bias is going to have extremely low impact. Perhaps the only exception appears for the story drift at one or two stories at mid-height (Figure 6f ), that cause, even for one of the best performing IM such as S agm (T i ) 5 , a value of b = 0.25 at a drift of 4%. Here, M w will become locally more important, probably due to driving the higher modes. Then we may expect that the maximum change with respect to the median IM value will be by a factor of exp(b•0.6)=1. 16 . Still, this appears only locally and for a specific range of response, therefore we can safely assume that it will not bias the overall building vulnerability assessment. Similar observations can be made for PFA through Figures 8-9 , where only some localized insufficiency at accelerations in the order of 0.5g seems to mar the performance of the best IMs, e.g, S agm (T i ) 5 ; still this is also not associated with any excessive values of the regression coefficient. It might be interesting to speculate on what would be the value of such factors for ground motion records having magnitudes or epsilon values that are outside the bounds of our current sample. Although this would amount to extrapolation, the aforementioned analysis and the results of Luco and Bazzurro [18] at least suggest that such records would probably wield higher influence. This means, for example, that it would not be advisable to employ records with M w = 5.0 when analyzing these modern, well-designed structures. The records should be at least strong enough to drive the structures into the nonlinear range without much scaling. Within such reasonable constraints, our results suggest that p-values less than the 5% limit do not necessarily mean significant sensitivity of the estimated vulnerability (or losses) to either magnitude or epsilon, as long as a well-performing IM is selected. In other words, even disregarding the fact that a careful record selection is not possible without having a specific site in mind (thus difficult to apply for a wide-region vulnerability study), it is also considerably less important as long as we employ relatively strong ground motions together with an IM that can outperform a single-period S a .
So, which IM should we select for this role? Remarkably, S a (1sec) seems to have the best performance in terms of the sufficiency among the considered IMs, at least for the No0 12story index building. But is this an indication that we should indeed adopt it? The answer is definitely no, since, as discussed earlier, this is actually a misleading outcome that should be viewed in conjunction with the unsatisfactory efficiency performance of this IM. The latter resulted in highly scattered IM|EDP data in which the linear regression had difficulties finding the significance of M w or ε(T 1 ). Instead, S agm (T i ) 5 was found to offer consistently high sufficiency across the board, which combined with its excellent efficiency makes it the best candidate for use with our index buildings. It is also quite reassuring to note that performance of such compound IMs combining several periods does not degrade significantly with a less optimal selection of periods, something also noted by Vamvatsikos and Cornell [20] in a different context. Thus, in general, use of S agm (T i ) 5 can be recommended for assessing the vulnerability of any set of regular index buildings that are not subject to near-source directivity or soft soil issues (although evidence has already been offered in favor of using similar IMs even for pulsive records [24] ). Nevertheless, more work is needed to further confirm and extend the applicability of these findings.
CONCLUSSIONS
The selection of an efficient and sufficient IM is an important task towards developing analytical vulnerability curves and consequently assessing the seismic losses for a building class. It is a choice that can substantially improve or downgrade the results of an otherwise well-executed study. It has been demonstrated that a successful IM might be formed by specifying an appropriate period range that includes periods both above and below the mean first-mode period and combines the associated spectral acceleration values via the geometric mean. In particular, an IM that uses five such periods ranging from the mean second-mode period to twice the mean first-mode period was found to perform best in terms of efficiency and sufficiency across the entire practical range of peak floor acceleration and interstory drift values at every floor and story of both lowrise and highrise structures. Hence, its use is strongly recommended for class vulnerability studies, but also for any kind of performance assessment involving nonlinear dynamic analysis, either for single structures or building ensembles. Nevertheless, by all means, the selection of an efficient and sufficient IM remains an open research area where the last word has not yet been said; future research is expected to offer further insights into what constitutes a good IM and how far it can remove the need for rigorous ground motion selection.
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